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Abstract

In this paper an L1 adaptive control system is developed to improve performances and robustness of a baseline
Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) controller over pitch, roll and yaw axis of a small scale remotely piloted
rotorcraft. The proposed control architecture is tested in simulation with a complete non-linear helicopter
model. Furthermore, the wind disturbance rejection of the system is investigated. In addition, an on-off switch
mechanism is developed in order to disengage adaptive control contribute if needed.
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1. Introduction
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) have become extensively used in a wide range of flight appli-
cations, getting a large interest in the scientific and industrial community. In particular, miniature
battery-powered fixed and rotary-wings vehicles are suitable for numerous applications, such as load
transportation, aerial photography and video shooting, search & rescue, surveillance, tracking etc.
Compared to fixed-wing aircrafts, rotorcrafts (multi-rotors and helicopters) have many evident advan-
tages due to their vertical flight and hovering capability [1], [2]. However, these vehicles may operate
in potentially obstructed and constrained environments, demanding high capability of the autopilots.
For this reason, there is the necessity to design rotorcraft baseline controllers with a considerable
high level of robustness against the uncertainties and possible disturbances. The need to improve
classical baseline Proportional-Integral-Derivative-based (PID) controllers has contributed to a re-
vived interest in adaptive control techniques, as presented by Anavatti et al. [3].
One promising adaptive control technique is L1 adaptive control, whose main advantage is to decou-
ple robustness from fast adaptation [4]. As a matter of fact, the use of high adaptation gain induces
oscillations in adaptive estimation. To overcome this problem the adaptive input is low-pass filtered.
Examples of successful applications in aerospace field are given by Gregory et al. [5], by Wang et
al [6] and by Hellmundt et al. [7]. These papers presented utilization almost for fixed-wing aircrafts
UAVs. With regards to rotorcrafts, existing literature is mainly related to present simulation results [8],
[9], [10], [11]. Tian et al. implemented L1 control scheme with modified piecewise constant adapta-
tion law [12] for vertical flight control of helicopter. Guerriero et al. used L1 adaptive control theory to
provide attitude and velocity stabilization for an autonomous small-scale helicopter. Bichlmeier et al
presented a constant piecewise adaptation law that it is applied on attitude rate control loop. Michini
and How tested L1 on an indoor autonomous quadrotor helicopter. In both the works presented
by Tian and Bichlmeier, baseline PID and adaptive control contributions are summed before being
passed as input to the system. Moreover, Bichlmeier developed an on-off switching mechanism in
order to decide whether using baseline control alone or adding adaptive control contribution.
In this paper an L1 adaptive control augmentation scheme of a PID linear baseline controller for
a small-scale remotely-piloted helicopter is presented. Helicopter dynamics is stabilized trough a
PID controller design throughout the flight envelope. PID controller doesn’t ensure performances
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and robustness which are demanded to L1 adaptive controller contribution. Adaptive and baseline
controllers inputs are summed following the on-off switch structure given by Bichlmeier. The switch
structure proves useful during take-off phase and in case of lack of responsiveness to control inputs
that may lead to bad adaptation laws behaviour. Implemented L1 adaptive control structure follows
the one presented in [13] for nonlinear systems.

A nonlinear model of a small-scale remotely piloted helicopter has been used to test the proposed
control laws. The classic main and tail rotor configuration is considered. Simulations are carried out
in Matlab/Simulink® environment,that is used to implement the vehicle model and control laws. The
FlightGear® environment serves for visualization purposes.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2. presents the L1 adaptive control theory; section 3.
introduces the helicopter model used for simulations; in section 4. the baseline and L1 adaptive

control systems architectures are described; in section 5. simulations results are given; finally a
section 6.of concluding marks ends this paper.

2. L1 adaptive control

Figure 1 – L1 adaptive control scheme.

Let the system dynamics be described by the following equations:

ẋ(t) = Amx(t)+Bm(Ωu(t)+ f (x(t), t)),x(0) = x0

y(t) =Cx(t)
(1)

where x(t) ∈Rn is the measured system state, Am ∈Rn×n is a known Hurwitz matrix specifyng the de-
sired closed loop dynamics; B∈Rn×m and C ∈Rr×n are known constant matrix, u(t)∈Rm is the control
input; Ω ∈Rm×m is an unknown constant matrix with diagonal terms of known signs, representing the
uncertainty in the system input gain; f (t,x) : R×Rn −→Rm is an unknown nonlinear map continuous in
its arguments which represents system nonlinear uncertainties; y(t)∈Rn is the regulated output. The
initial condition x0 is assumed to be inside an arbitrarily large known set ||x0||∞ ≤ ρ0. It is assumed
that the nonlinear uncertainties map satisfies the semiglobal lipschiz condition for all ‖x‖∞ ≤ δ and
‖x‖∞ ≤ δ , such that

| f (x, t)− f (x, t)| ≤ L‖x− x‖∞ (2a)
| f (0, t)| ≤ B (2b)
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The control objective is to design a state feedback adaptive controller to ensure that y(t) tracks a
given reference signal r(t).

2.1 State predictor
State predictor consists of the following equations:

ˆ̇x(t) = Amx̂(t)+Bm(Ω̂u(t)+ Θ̂(t)‖x(t)‖∞ + σ̂(t))−Lspx̃(t), x̂(0) = x̂0,

ŷ(t) =Cx̂(t),
(3)

where Ω̂ ∈Rm×m, Θ̂ ∈Rm, σ̂ ∈Rm are adaptive estimates obtained as results of L1 controller adapta-
tion laws. Lsp is a positive definite diagonal matrix used to assign faster poles to the prediction error
dynamics and x̃(t) = x̂(t)− x(t) i the error dynamics. It is assumed that system uncertainties f (x, t)
could be parameterized as f̂ (x, t) = Θ̂(t)‖x(t)‖∞ + σ̂(t).

2.2 Adaptation Laws
The adaptation laws for Ω̂, Θ̂ and σ̂ are defined as:

˙̂
Ω(t) = ΓΩPro j(Ω̂(t),−(x̃T (t)PB)T uT (t)),Ω̂(0) = Ω̂0,

˙̂
Θ(t) = ΓΘPro j(Θ̂(t), −(x̃T (t)PB)T‖x(t)‖∞),Θ̂(0) = Θ̂0,

˙̂σ(t) = Γσ Pro j(σ̂(t), −x̃T (t)PB), σ̂(0) = σ̂0

(4)

where x̃(t) = x̂(t)− x(t) is the prediction error, ΓΩ,ΓΘ,Γσ ∈ Rn×n are the adaptation gains, P = PT > 0
is the solution to the Lyapunov equation Am

T P+AmP =−Q for arbitrary Q = QT > 0 and the Pro j(., .)
denotes the projection operator as defined in [14]. The projection operator ensures that Ω̂(t) ∈ Ωs,
‖Θ̂i(t)‖∞ ≤ Θb and ‖σ̂i(t)‖∞ ≤ σb, where Ωs is a compact convex set which includes estimated input
gain matrix and Θb, σb are adaptation terms bounds.

2.3 Control law
The control signal is generated as the output of the following feedback system:

u(s) =−KD(s)η̂(s), (5)

where K ∈Rm×m is a diagonal feedback gain matrix, D(s) is a strictly proper transfer function and η̂(t)
is the Laplace transform of the following expression:

η̂(t) = Ω̂u(t)+ Θ̂(t)‖x(t)‖∞ + σ̂(t)−Kgr(t) (6)

where Kg = −(CT Am
−1B)−1 and r(t) is the reference signal. Let’s choose D(s) = 1

s Im, where Im is
the identity matrix of size m. Assuming that the adaptive estimation of the uncertainty input gain Ω̂

converges to Ω after a transient time, the input u(s) to the system in equations (1) and the predictor
in equations (3) is filtered trough

C(s) = ΩK(sIm +ΩK)−1 (7)

where C(s) is a strictly proper filter with DC gain C(0) = Im. K and D(s) need to ensure that exists a
positive ρr such that:

‖G(s)‖L1 <
ρr−‖KgC(s)H(s)‖L1‖r‖∞−‖ρ0‖L1

Lρρr +B
(8)

where

H(s) = (sIn−Am)
−1B, (9a)

G(s) = H(s)(Im−C(s)) , (9b)

ρ0 = (sIn−Am)
−1x0 (9c)
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and Lρ = Θb, B = σb. As stated in [13], the upper bound in equation (8) is a consequence of equation
(2). If f (x, t) is globally Lipschitz with uniform Lipschitz constant L, then ρr −→ ∞ and the upper bound
in equation (8) degenerates into

‖G(s)‖L1 <
1

Lρ

(10)

3. Helicopter model
A classical conventional configuration is considered, i.e. with one main rotor and one tail rotor. The
helicopter is modelled as a rigid body. Resultant forces and moments are the sum of the contributions
of the gravitational forces and of the helicopter components, i.e. main rotor, tail rotor and fuselage.
These are applied to the vehicle center of mass. The following assumptions are made:

1. The Earth is flat and not-rotating;

2. Mass and mass distribution are assumed to be constants and the aircrtaft is symmetrical with
respecet to the X-Z plane.

3. Earth gravity field is uniform;

Let FE = {O;xE ,yE ,zE} be the North-Est-Down (NED) frame; Fhw = {H;xhw,yhw,zhw} be the Hub-
Wind frame, whose origin is in the helicopter hub; Fhb = {H;xhb,yhb,zhb} the Hub-Body frame, that
conincides with the Hub-Wind when the system sideslip is zero, and Fb = {P;xb,yb,zb} the Body
frame, located at the helicopter center of gravity.
Helicopter dynamics is described by Newton-Euler equations of motion projected in the body system
of reference Fb. Namely:

V̇ =−ΩΩΩ×V+F(e)/m (11)

Ω̇ΩΩ = I−1[−ΩΩΩ× (IΩΩΩ)+M(e)] (12)

where mass and mass distribution are assumed to be constant. V is the body velocity vector; ΩΩΩ is
the body angular rate vector; F(e) and M(e) are respectively the external forces and moments vectors,
I is the inertial matrix. The external forces are made of aerodynamic forces F(a) and gravity forces
F(g) contributions, whereas total moments include aerodynamic moments M(a). Gravity forces are
expressed in the following way:

F(g) = Πbe

 0
0

mg

=

 −mgsinθ

mgsinφ cosθ

mgcosφ cosψ

 (13)

Aerodynamic effects are introduced for all rotorcraft components and summed:

F(a) = F(main rotor)+F( f uselage)+F(tail rotor) (14)

M(a) = M(main rotor)+M( f uselage)+M(tail rotor) (15)

3.1 Main rotor model
Main rotor is the primary source of lift, propulsion and control, thus it dominates the helicopter dynam-
ics behaviour. Equations are derived for a counter-clockwise rotor and then, by means of symmetrical
coordinate systems [15], equations for the clockwise rotor are obtained. The hinge-less rotor is mod-
elled as a teetering one, but the equivalent rotor stiffness Kβ is introduced as a correction of the
ideal teetering model. Blades are assumed rigid with integral form dependent on control actions,
vehicle kinematics and flapping equations. Flapping dynamic is approximated using a tip-path plane
representation [16]. The following assumptions are introduced:

1. Rotor blade is rigid in bending and torsion;
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2. Linear blade twist;

3. Flapping and inflow angles are assumed small, the analysis is based on a simple strip theory;

4. Only effects due to angular acceleration ṗ and q̇, angular velocity p, q and the normal acceler-
ation of the aircraft motion are considered to calculate blade flapping;

5. Compressibility and stall effects are not considered;

6. Reversed flow region is not considered;

7. The inflow is assumed to be uniform;

8. The tip loss factor is assumed to be 1;

9. Blade flapping is approximated by the first harmonic terms with time-varying coefficients, that
is:

β (t) = a0(t)−a1(t)cosψ−b1(t)sinψ (16)

The analytical tip-path plane dynamic equations are:

¨̄a+ D̃ ˙̄a+ K̃ā = ˜̄f (17)

where a = (a0 a1 b1)
T and expressions for D̃, K̃ and f̃ are reported in [16]. a0, a1 and b1 are

respectively the blade coning angle, the longitudinal and lateral flapping angles. According to blade
flapping approximation in Eq. (16), a0, is treated as a preset constant and coefficients a1(t) and b1(t)
can be solved for by setting ε = ȧ0 = ä0 in equation (17). Given the above assumptions, momentum
theory is utilized and blade forces are analytically integrated over the radius. Detailed expressions
for the derivation of forces and moments are given in Ref. [16]. Concerning the inflow modelling, the
Pitt-Peters dynamic inflow model [17] has been used, only considering a uniform inflow.

3.2 Tail rotor model and Fuselage
The tail rotor is modelled as in [16], in which flapping dynamic is ignored. Thus, flapping angles and
forces and moments are obtained as steady state solution. The inflow is uniform and it is a steady
state solution of the Pitt-Peters model [17]. It is solved through a Newton-Ralphson iterative method.
The fuselage is represented as a virtual flat plate drag source having three dimensions [18]. Forces
and moments are evaluated as functions of the angle of attack and of the sideslip angle.

4. Control system architecture
In the proposed control architecture, both PID and L1 adaptive controller run in parallel and control
inputs contributions are summed. L1 adaptive controller may be switched on or off as needed.
Controlled states are roll angle φ , pitch angle θ and yaw rate r. This states are normalized to assume
values in the closed interval [−1,1]. This is achieved by dividing roll and pitch angles by the factor
radmax = 0.7854 rad and the yaw rate by yawratemax = 1.5 rad

s . Inputs computed by controllers belongs
to the same interval [−1,1].

4.1 Baseline controller
The baseline loop consists of a PID controller allowing for attitude stabilization and for heading hold.
It is organized as a cascade control system [19], in which a primary controller and a primary dynamics
are components of the outer loop. A secondary control loop is designed as part of the outer loop,
since this primary control loop calculates the set point for the secondary one. Hence the name
"cascade control". Moreover, the inner loop should represent a significantly faster dynamics related
to the outer loop. This assumption allows to restrain interactions that can occur between them and
improve stability characteristics. Thus, a higher gain in the inner loop can be set. Angular rates and
attitudes are used as measured feedback signals.
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(a) Roll controller architecture.

(b) Pitch controller architecture.

Figure 2 – Attitude controller architecture.

4.1.1 Attitude controller
Figures 2 shows the controller architecture for attitude control.
The outer loop deals with the Euler angles φ and θ , respectively, the roll and the pitch angles. It
utilizes attitude estimations calculated into the helicopter model during the simulations. Here a pro-
portional gain is used. The inner loop concerns with the angular velocities in a PI scheme. Let’s
define the following error signals: 

εφ = φdes−φ

εθ = θdes−θ

εp = pdes− p
εq = qdes−q

(18)

The cascade P-PI control output can be written as follows:
pdes = KPφ εφ

qdes = KPθ εθ

δlat = KPpεp +KI p
∫ t

0 εpdt
δlon = KPqεq +KIq

∫ t
0 εqdt

(19)

where KP are the proportional gains and KI the integral gains, referred to the proper variables.

4.1.2 Heading hold controller
Figure 3 shows the design of the heading hold controller.
This architecture is similar to that presented for attitude controller, the only difference appears in
dealing the user’s input signal. As a matter of fact, it provides direct control on the yaw rate r instead
of on the real heading angle ψ. The ψdes reference for the outer loop is obtained integrating the εr

signal, starting from an appropriate initial value. By defining the error signals as follows:{
εψ =

∫ t
0 εrdt

εr = rdes− r
(20)
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Figure 3 – Example of a figure.

The cascade P-PI control output results to be:{
rdes = KPψεψ

δcoll tr = KPrεr +KIr
∫ t

0 εrdt
(21)

4.2 L1adaptive controller
In this application an L1 adaptive controller is designed to increase performances of PID baseline
control system.

4.2.1 Reference dynamics
The reference dynamics adopted in the predictor, that L1 controller has to track, are the following:

φ(s) =
6

s+6
δlat(s) (22a)

θ(s) =
6

s+6
δlon(s) (22b)

r(s) =
4

s+4
δcoll tr(s) (22c)

where φ , θ and r are roll angle, pitch angle and yaw rate respectively. δlat , δlon and δcoll tr are the
lateral cyclic, longitudinal cyclic and tail rotor collective control inputs. Reference dynamics are stable
and uncoupled, letting the adaptive system to adapt and reduce coupling effects. Given closed loop
desired model as in equations (22), reference matrices are Am = −diag(6,6,4), B = diag(6,6,4) and
C = Im.

4.2.2 Low pass filter shaping
Assuming that f (x, t) is globally Lipschitz, C(s) is shaped such that condition in equation (10) is always
satisfied. This is achieved by choosing the right feedback gain matrix K and the set Ωs. Selected K
results as follows

K =

30 0 0
0 30 0
0 0 1

 (23)
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Since Ω has to be strictly diagonally dominant, one possible Ωs that satisfy also this condition is

Ωs =

 [0.75,1.25] [−0.35,0.35] [−0.35,0.35]
[−0.35,0.35] [0.75,1.25] [−0.35,0.35]
[−0.35,0.35] [−0.35,0.35] [0.75,1.25]

 (24)

Using this Ωs and the K matrix of equation (23), considering that adaptation estimates limits are
|Θb|= 1, |σb|= 1, and so Lρ = 1, B = 1, condition given in equation (10) is always satisfied.

4.2.3 Estimation laws and predictor shaping
L1 adaptive control decouples estimation from control. The adaptation laws gains ΓΩ,ΓΘ,Γσ should
have the greater possible values in order to achieve the fastest possible estimation. However there
are limitations that come from the hardware on which the L1 adaptive control runs on. Satisfactory
adaptation gains values are selected by a trial and error procedure during simulations. Control sys-
tems sample time is set Ts = 0.004. Final chosen values are ΓΩ =ΓΘ =Γσ =Γ= diag(5000,5000,3000).
Q = In is chosen in order to solve the Lyapunov equation needed to compute P matrix in equations
(4). Error dynamics is shaped trough Lsp matrix. Satisfactory results are obtained by the following
values Lsp = diag(60,60,240).

4.3 Baseline augmentation
L1 adaptive control is designed to work in parallel with the baseline PID controllers. Figure (4) shows
the selected architecture highlighting the L1 switch. Inputs computed by baseline and L1 controllers
are summed together, but the switch may be used to cut off adaptive control contribution. This design
choice has two main reasons. On one hand, there is the necessity to test the helicopter actuators
on ground. In this condition, a lack of response of the helicopter to a pilot command could bring to
a wrong estimation of the L1 adaptive terms. This could contribute to destabilize the helicopter and
force the saturation of the actuators before flying. Thus, take off maneuver is performed with L1
controller switched-off. On the other hand, it is possible to perform safe flight tests through the use of
a secure L1 switch in case of malfunctioning.

Figure 4 – L1 augmentation of baseline PID.

5. Simulation results
In this section, simulation results are presented. The full nonlinear dynamic model presented in 3. is
here used, parameterized for the remotely-piloted SAB® Goblin700 Thunder helicopter, whose main
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parameters are reported in table 1. Simulations are ran in Matlab/Simulink® environment. With the
aim to evaluate handling qualities, the FlightGear® flight simulator is used for visualisation purposes,
as in Figure 5.

Table 1 – Relevant helicopter data

Parameter Symbol Value Units
Vehicle data

Mass m 4.8 kg
Principal moments of inertia Ix, Iy, Iz 0.0465, 0.2971, 0.2567 kg m2

Inertia products Ixy, Iyz, Ixz 0.0079, 0.0033, 0.0006 kg m2

Stationline position of CG STACG 0.34 m
Buttline position of CG. BLCG 0 m

Waterline position of CG. WLCG 0.174 m
Main rotor data

Stationline position of hub STAH 0.3305 m
Buttline position of hub BLH 0 m

Waterline position of hub WLH 0.35 m
Number of rotor blades Nblades 2

Nominal angular velocity Ωnom 1995.3 RPM
Radius R 0.79 m

Mean blade chord c̄ 0.06 m
Flapping spring constant Kβ 162.69 Nm/rad

Pitch-flap coupling tangent of δ3 K1 0
Virtual hinge offset ε 0.0314 m

Blade Inertia moment Iβ 0.0344 kg m2

Blade profile lift curve slope Clα 2π rad−1

Blade twist angle θtw 0 rad
Precone angle (required for teetering rotor) a0 0 rad

Solidity σ 0.0479
Shaft tilt Γ

2 0.0524 rad
Tail rotor data

Stationline position of hub STAH 1.385 m
Buttline position of hub BLH 0.052 m

Waterline position of hub WLH 0.205 m
Number of rotor blades Nblades 2

Nominal angular velocity Ωnom 9976 RPM
Radius R 0.115 m

Mean blade chord c̄ 0.031 m
Solidity σ 0.1716

Pitch-flap coupling tangent of δ3 K1 0
Blade Inertia moment Iβ 0.00002665 kg m2

Blade profile lift curve slope Clα 2π rad−1

Blade twist angle θtw 0 rad
Fuselage

Stationline position of fuselage STAH 0 m
Buttline position of fuselage BLH 0 m

Waterline position of fuselage WLH 0 m
Frontal area S f ront 0.02042 m2

Lateral area S f ront 0.0633 m2

Top area S f ront 0.09739 m2
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Figure 5 – FlightGear flight simulator

5.1 Baseline vs Augmented control
The first simulation result presented is a comparison between baseline and augmented control. The
helicopter follows a simple sequence of two steps as reference signal starting from the hovering trim
condition. In figure 6a pitch response to a first step input of 2.5 deg at 20 s of simulation and to a
second step of −10 deg at 70 s is reported. The baseline controller has a slower response to step
inputs compared to the augmented system. This is also confirmed by figure 6b, where roll is asked to
track a first step input of 5 deg at 20 s and a second step of −5 deg at 70 s. Finally, yawrate response
to a first step input of 5 deg

s at time 20 s and to a second step of −5 deg
s at time 70 s is showed in figure

6c. For all the axes, the augmented controller is able to improve the system performances, especially
in operational regions far from the baseline design point. Similar results are presented in figures 7a,
7b 7c. Herein, pitch angle, roll angle and yawrate responses to different step inputs are reported.
Again, the initial condition is set to an equilibrium one, that is the hovering.
In figure 8 a simulated test flight is illustrated. In this test the helicopter is piloted trough a joystick
by an human operator through the use of the FlightGear® interface. Pilot control commands are
recorded and used both to test baseline performances and augmented control performances. As
expected, augmented control systems performances lead to smaller errors achieving desired heli-
copter response. Couplings effects are also mitigated. In figure 9 the three axis normalized inputs
are showed. L1 adaptive control contributes is only a fraction of the control signal as it appears by
comparing baseline and augmented control simulations inputs. Figures 10a, 10b, 10c and 10d show
adaptation parameters during the same flight.

5.2 L1 switch
L1 on/off switch procedure effects on pitch angle, roll angle and yawrate is illustrated in figures 11a,
11b, 11c. A zero value of the switch signal means that L1 control is off, while a value of 1 means that
L1 control is on. The switching procedure is performed in simulation while helicopter is in hovering,
that is a trim condition. As soon as the L1 controller is switched on, pitch angle, roll angle and yawrate
set to reference values after a small spike. The switching off procedure is less critical, unless on the
yaw axis, for which the procedure induces a spike that do not affect the flight.

5.3 Wind disturbance rejection
Wind disturbance rejection towards three mathematical representations of wind is tested in this work.
The first type is the wind shear model, whose implementation is based on the mathematical theory
in the Military Specification MIL-F-8785C [20]. Wind speed at 6 m of altitude is set to 15 m/s with a
direction of 0 degrees clockwise from north. The second wind disturbance is a discrete wind gust on
all the three axes, that starts at 5 s with a gust amplitude of [ugvgwg] = [3.5 3.5 3.0] m/s, where ug,
vg and wg are the gust components. The third disturbance is the discrete Dryden wind turbulence
model, that uses the Dryden spectral representation to add the turbulence as in reference [21]. Wind
speed at 6 m is set to 15 m/s with a direction of 0 degrees clockwise from north. Results are showed
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(a) Pitch reference tracking, baseline PID vs augmented PID.

(b) Roll reference tracking, baseline PID vs augmented PID.

(c) Yawrate reference tracking baseline PID vs augmented PID.

Figure 6 – Reference tracking baseline PID vs augmented PID.
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(a) Multiple pitch reference tracking, baseline PID vs augmented PID.

(b) Multiple roll reference tracking, baseline PID vs augmented PID.

(c) Multiple yawrate reference tracking, baseline PID vs augmented PID.

Figure 7 – Multiple Reference tracking baseline PID vs augmented PID.
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Figure 8 – Attitude and yawrate in simulation.

in figure 12, in which all the presented wind models are combined together. The simulated flight is
the same presented in figure 8, aside from the inclusion of the three wind models. The augmented
controller presents better reference tracking capabilities even in presence of wind disturbance with
respect to the baseline controller.

6. Conclusions
An augmented controller made of a PID baseline controller for system stabilization and an L1 adap-
tive controller, was developed and numerically tested for dealing with nonlinear uncertainties and
disturbances in a small-scale helicopter application. The two controllers run in parallel and the adap-
tive component can be safely switched on/ off without showing undesired behaviours. The augmented
control system allows the helicopter to improve attitude reference tracking performances and to fol-
low the desired dynamics. Disturbance rejection is investigated trough the combination of three wind
models. Simulations show that the performances are improved also in this condition and that the
augmented system avoids to lose helicopter attitude control. Despite the behaviour on lateral and
longitudinal axes are satisfactory, on the yaw axis there is still the need to improve the augmented
controller behaviour. Current design leads to noisy adaptation terms estimation in some flight con-
ditions, especially on the yaw axis. This could be caused both from a poor tuning of the baseline
controller and from the need to improve the reference dynamics. For future work, a refinement of the
PID baseline tuning will be done. Accordingly, the reference dynamics will be revised. Flight tests on
a small scale remotely piloted helicopter platform are scheduled.
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(a) Normalized longitudinal input.

(b) Normalized lateral input.

(c) Normalized yaw input.

Figure 9 – Helicopter normalized inputs.
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(a) Theta.

(b) Sigma

(c) Omega diagonal terms.

(d) Omega extra-diagonal terms.

Figure 10 – Adaptation terms over time.
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(a) Switch effect on pitch.

(b) Switch effect on roll.

(c) Switch effect on yawrate.

Figure 11 – Switch effect on attitude and yawrate.
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Figure 12 – Combined model wind rejection.
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